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The microstructure of the free volume and its temperature dependence in the epoxy resin diglycidyl ether of
bisphenol-A �DGEBA� have been examined using positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy �PALS,
80–350 K, 10−5 Pa� and pressure-volume-temperature �PVT, 293–470 K, 0.1–200 MPa� experiments. Em-
ploying the Simha-Somcynsky lattice-hole theory �S-S eos�, the excess �hole� free volume fraction h and the
specific free and occupied volumes, Vf =hV and Vocc= �1−h�V, were estimated. From the PALS spectra ana-
lyzed with the new routine LT9.0 the hole size distribution, its mean, �vh�, and mean dispersion, �h, were
calculated. �vh� varies from 35 to 130 Å3. From a comparison of �vh� with V and Vf, the specific hole number
Nh� was estimated to be independent of the temperature �Nh�300 K�=Nh� /V=0.65 nm−3�. From comparison with
reported dielectric and viscosity measurements, we found that the structural relaxation slows down faster than
the shrinkage of the hole free volume Vf would predict on the basis of the free volume theory. Our results
indicate that the structural relaxation in DGEBA operates via the free-volume mechanism only when liquidlike
clusters of cells of the S-S lattice appear which contain a local free volume of �1.5 or more empty S-S cells.
The same conclusion follows from the pressure dependency of the structural relaxation and Vf. It is shown that
PALS mirrors thermal volume fluctuations on a subnanometer scale via the dispersion in the ortho-positronium
lifetimes. Using a fluctuation approach, the temperature dependency of the characteristic length of dynamic
heterogeneity, �, is estimated to vary from �=1.9 nm at Tg to 1.0 nm at T /Tg�1.2. A model was proposed
which relates the spatial structure of the free volume as concluded from PALS to the known mobility pattern
of the dynamic glass transition at low �cooperative �-relaxation� and high �a-relaxation� temperatures. We
discuss possible reasons for the differences between the results of our method and the conclusion from
dynamic heat capacity.
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INTRODUCTION

The fundamental mechanisms underlying the glass transi-
tion of a liquid or polymeric melt continue to be studied and
are strongly debated �1–9�. In this field, some common as-
pects in the dynamics of different systems suggest that, de-
spite material-specific aspects, some unitary basic interpreta-
tion should also be found. One common feature of the
dynamics of a glass-forming liquid is the relation between
the mobility of a certain species in the liquid �guest mol-
ecules, host molecules, chain segments� and the microstruc-
ture and amount of free volume �10–14�. Although very im-
portant, this aspect still provokes controversy when different
interpretations are discussed �15–20�.

When applying the free volume theory of Cohen and
Turnbull �13� to a structural relaxation process in a liquid, its
frequency � is expressed by

� = C exp�− �Vf
*/Vf� , �1�

where Vf is the mean specific �not fractional� free volume of
the liquid, �Vf

* is the minimum specific free volume required
for the occurrence of the process, and �=0.5−1. The free
volume Vf in Eq. �1� is not equal to the total free volume,
Vft=V−VW �VW denotes van der Waals volume�, but is a
particular free volume appearing due to dynamic disorder in
the liquid in excess of an occupied volume Vocc, Vf =V
−Vocc. We will denote this free volume as the hole free vol-
ume.

Assuming that the specific hole free volume of the liquid
shows a linear expansion with the temperature,

Vf = Ef�T − T0�� , �2�

where Ef =dVf /dT is its specific thermal expansivity and
T0��Tg is the temperature where the �extrapolated� free vol-
ume disappears, one obtains by substituting Eq. �2� into Eq.
�1� the well known Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann �VFT� equation
�21–24�
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� = �0 exp�− B/�T − T0�� . �3�

The constants correspond to �0=C, B=B�=�Vf
* /Ef, and T0

=T0� �T0 is the Vogel temperature�.
A realistic value of the specific hole free volume Vf can be

determined from pressure-volume-temperature �PVT� experi-
ments analyzed by employing the equation of state of the
Simha-Somcynsky lattice-hole theory �S-S eos� �25–29�.
Further information about the free volume may be obtained
from positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy �PALS�
�30–34�. In amorphous polymers positronium �Ps�, an
electron-positron bound state is typically formed in a hole
and stays there until annihilation �Anderson localization�.
Positrons contained within the ortho-state of positronium
�o-Ps� preferentially annihilate with electrons other than their
bound partners and with opposite spin during collisions with
molecules in the hole wall. This reduces the o-Ps’s lifetime
from its value in a vacuum, 142 ns �self-annihilation�, to the
low-ns range �pick-off annihilation�. The smaller the hole is,
the higher the frequency of collisions and the shorter the
o-Ps life. If the holes are spherical �30–32�, cylindrical, or
cuboidal �35,36� in shape, then the hole size can be calcu-
lated from the o-Ps lifetime using a semiempirical model.

PALS itself is able to measure the mean volume of the
holes �vh� and, with larger limitations, their size distribution
�mean dispersion �h �37–41��. It is, however, unable to di-
rectly measure the hole density or the hole fraction. It was
shown that a correlation of PALS results with the specific
hole free volume Vf allows one to estimate the specific �o-Ps�
hole density Nh�=Vf / �vh� �39–44�.

In the current work, we have studied the free volume of
an epoxy resin and analyzed the reported dynamics �45–47�
of this resin in terms of the free volume theory. The aim of
our study is to characterize the free volume as complete as
possible and to use this to test the validity of the Cohen-
Turnbull free volume theory, to discover possible deviations
from the expected behavior, and to discuss physical reasons
for these deviations. To this aim, we have performed PVT
�48� and PALS experiments.

To analyze the positron lifetime spectra, we used the new
routine LIFETIME �49� in its latest version LT9.0 �50�, which
allows both discrete and log-normally distributed annihila-
tion rates. From the distribution of the o-Ps annihilation rate,
the size distribution of free volume holes can be calculated.
The experiments have been used to estimate parameters char-
acterizing the free volume such as Vf, h=Vf /V, �vh�, �h, and
Nh�. Furthermore, we developed a fluctuation approach that
allows us to estimate the temperature-dependent characteris-
tic length of dynamic heterogeneity and the corresponding
subvolume, respectively, from PALS data. Reasons for the
differences between the conclusions from our method and
the conclusion from dynamic heat capacity �1� are discussed.

The sample under investigation was the epoxy resin dig-
lycidyl ether of bisphenol-A �DGEBA� in pure, uncured
state. A very detailed study of the dynamics of this sample
employing broadband dielectric spectroscopy, heat capacity
spectroscopy �3� method�, and viscosimetry was published
by Corezzi et al. �45�. These results and their careful analysis
in terms of the VTF equation make the sample very attractive

for the aim of our work. Recently, Beiner and Ngai �46� have
discussed the interrelation between primary and secondary
relaxations in neat and cured DGEBA. Moreover, Corezzi et
al. �47� studied the pressure dependence of dielectric relax-
ation of this epoxy resin. We will involve also these data in
our discussion.

EXPERIMENT

The sample of DGEBA used in this study was the same as
investigated by Corezzi et al. �45� and supplied by Beiner
�Halle, Germany�. It was purchased from Shell Co. under the
trade name Epon 828 and had an average molecular weight
of �380 g/mol, corresponding to n�0.14 in the chemical
formula reported in Fig. 1. The calorimetric glass transition
temperature of this sample is 255±1 K, obtained at a heating
rate of 10 K/min.

Standard PVT experiments were carried out by means of a
fully automated GNOMIX high-pressure dilatometer �48�. The
data were collected in the range from 293 to 470 K in steps
of 10�±1� K. At each constant temperature the material was
pressurized from 10 to 200 MPa and data were collected in
steps of 10�±0.1� MPa. The specific volumes for ambient
pressure were obtained by extrapolating the values for
10 to 30 MPa in steps of 1 MPa according to the Tait equa-
tion using the standard GNOMIX PVT software. The instrument
is able to detect changes in specific volume as small as
0.0002 cm3 g−1 with an absolute accuracy of 0.002 cm3 g−1.
The pycnometric densities of the liquid resin was deterimned
to be 1.1655 g cm−3 at 21.8 °C.

The PALS measurements were done using a fast-fast co-
incidence system �34� with a time resolution of 272 ps �full
width at half-maximum �FWHM�, 22Na source� and an ana-
lyzer channel width of 12.8 ps. Two identical samples were
sandwiched around a 1 MBq positron source: 22NaCl, depos-
ited between two 2-	m-thick aluminum foils. To prevent
sticking of the source to the samples, each sample was held
in a container of 2 mm width and 8
8 mm2 area with a
window made of foils of 8-	m-thick kapton and 7-	m-thick
aluminum.

The temperature of the sample, placed in a vacuum cham-
ber with a pressure of 10−5 Pa, was varied between 80 and

FIG. 1. Specific total, V, and occupied, Vocc= �1−h�V, volume
of DGEBA as a function of temperature T and as selection of iso-
bars �in MPa�. The dots within the open symbols represent the fits
of Eq. �5� to the volume data.
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350 K in steps of 5 or 10 K, with an uncertainty of ±1 K.
Before lowering the temperature, the samples were degassed
and dried in vacuum for 18 h. Each measurement lasted 7 h
leading to a lifetime spectrum of �5
106 coincidence.
Source corrections, 7.5% of 386 ps �kapton and NaCl� and
10.8% of 165 ps �Al foils�, and time resolution were deter-
mined by measuring a defect-free p-type silicon reference
��=219 ps�. The final resolution function used in the spec-
trum analysis was determined as a sum of two Gaussians.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Specific total, occupied, and free volume

Figure 1 shows a series of volume, V, isobars with the
pressure, P, as the parameter. We have analyzed these data
employing the S-S eos �25,28�. This theory describes the
structure of a liquid by a cell or lattice model �coordination
number of z=12� and models the disorder by assuming a
statistical mixture of occupied �fraction y� and unoccupied
cells �holes or vacancies, fraction h=1−y�. The eos is repre-
sented in scaled form, with scaling parameters P*, V*, and
T*, in two coupled equations. One of these follows from the
pressure equation P=−��F /�V�T, where F=F�V ,T ,y� is the
configurational �Helmholtz� free energy F of the liquid,

P̃Ṽ

T̃
= �1 − y�21/2yṼ�−1/3�−1 +

y

T̃
�2.002�yṼ�−4 − 2.409�yṼ�−2� .

�4�

Here P̃, Ṽ, and T̃ are the reduced variables, P̃= P / P*, Ṽ

=V /V*, T̃=T /T*. The occupied volume fraction y is coupled

with T̃ and Ṽ in a second equation derived from the minimi-
zation condition ��F /�y�V,T=0. It was shown that both equa-
tions may be replaced in the temperature and pressure ranges

T̃=0.016–0.071 and P̃=0–0.35 by the universal interpola-
tion expression

ln Ṽ�P,T� = a0 + a1T̃3/2 + P̃�a2 + �a3 + a4P̃ + a5P̃2�T̃2� .

�5�

The molecular mass of the S-S lattice s-mer, M0, is related to
the scaling parameters via M0= �c /s�RT* / P*V*, where R is
the gas constant. Here 3c is the number of external degrees
of freedom per molecule. The flexibility parameter 3c /s de-
fines the size of the s-mer and also the constants in Eq. �5�.
For rigid spherical molecules s=1 and 3c=3, while for flex-
ible chain molecules usually a value of 3c=s+3 is a priori
assumed. For polymers, s→� and 3c /s=1 follows. The con-
stants in Eq. �5�, following the most recent determination by
Utracki and Simha �28�, are a0=−0.10346, a1=23.854, a2=
−0.1320, a3=−333.7, a4=1032.5, and a5=−1329.9. We esti-
mated the scaling parameters P*, V*, and T* from consecu-
tive nonlinear least-squares fits of Eq. �5� to the volume data
assuming 3c /s=1. From fits of the zero pressure isobars,
T*=9941�±20� K and V*=0.8432�±0.003� cm3/g were de-
termined.

When assuming a flexibility parameter of 3c /s=3, the
parameters in Eq. �5� for P=0 are calculated to be a0=

−0.0928 and a1=17.508 �51�. A tentative fit of Eq. �5� to our
volume data gives then the scaling parameters T*=8088 K
and V*=0.8342 cm3/g, but the hole fraction h=1−y calcu-
lated from Eq. �4� with this set of parameters is almost the
same as before. This shows that the choice of the flexibility
ratio 3c /s has no significant effect on our free volume re-
sults.

In a second fit including the data from the PVT field in the
range from 10 to 200 MPa and fixing T* and V* to the
former values, the scaling pressure P*=1190�±20� MPa was
estimated. Figure 1 shows the experimental volume data as
well as the S-S eos fits as empty symbols and dots, respec-
tively, and the corresponding specific occupied volume Vocc
=yV as small empty symbols.

The coefficient of thermal expansion of the total volume,
�= 	�1/V��dV /dT�	P, increases at ambient pressure from 6.79
�T=293 K� to 7.19 �470 K� but decreases at P=200 MPa to
values from 4.97 to 3.95, all in units of 10−4 K−1. Unlike the
total volume, the occupied volume shows almost no thermal
expansion, �occ= 	�1/Vocc��dVocc/dT�	P=0.28
10−4 K−1 �P
=0.1 MPa� and 0.17
10−4 K−1 �200 MPa� at 293 K. It is,
however, remarkably compressible with a compressibility of
occ= 	− �1/Vocc��dVocc/dP�	T=1.36
10−4 MPa−1 for T
=293 K and occ=1.83
10−4 MPa−1 for 470 K, both values
for P=0.1 MPa. These values are close to the compressibili-
ties estimated for polyethylene crystals �52�. The compress-
ibility of the occupied volume implies that the free volume
Vf =V−Vocc may increase with increasing pressure for the
same total volume V. The compressibility of the total volume
at ambient pressure is =3.32
10−4 MPa−1 for T=293 K
and 7.95
10−4 MPa−1 for 470 K.

Figure 2 shows a series of selected isobars of the specific
hole free volume Vf =hV. The increase in Vf with the tem-
perature comes from an increase in the hole fraction, at am-
bient pressure from h=0.0613 at T=293 K to 0.1665 at
470 K. The corresponding increase at P=200 MPa is from
h=0.0366 to 0.1089. The volume of a cell of the S-S lattice,
vSS, varies as Vocc, vSS�T , P�=M0Vocc�T , P� /NA, and, there-
fore, exhibits almost no thermal expansion but is compress-

FIG. 2. The specific hole free volume Vf =hV of DGEBA as a
function of temperature T and as selection of isobars. The solid
lines are due to fits of Eq. �6� to the data. T0� is the temperature
where the extrapolated hole free volume disappears. The dashed
lines show the pressure dependency of the glass transition tempera-
ture Tg�P� and Vogel temperature T0�P� of structural a�-relaxation
�see text� estimated from dielectric relaxation experiments
�15,45,47�.
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ible. For T=293 K one obtains values of vSS=38.3 Å3 for
P=0.1 MPa and vSS=37.4 Å3 for P=200 MPa using the es-
timated M0=28.7 g/mol. The decrease of Vf with increasing
pressure P is therefore due to the decrease of both h and vSS.

To find an algebraic expression, we fitted first the free
volume isobars in Fig. 2 with the linear Eq. �2�, Vf =Ef�T
−T0��, allowing Ef and T0� to be free-floating fitting param-
eters. In a second fit, we fixed T0� to its average value of T0�
=209�±3� K. Subsequently, we analyzed the pressure depen-
dency of the specific thermal expansivity and found that Ef
follows the function Ef =Ef0 / �1+aP�. From our fits, the re-
lation

Vf�T,P� = �Ef0/�1 + aP���T − T0�� �6�

follows with the parameters T0�=209 K, Ef0=6.038�±0.04�

10−4 cm3 g−1 K−1, and a=3.168�±0.05�
10−3 MPa−1.

The extrapolation of the experimental data for ambient
pressure to the glass transition temperature Tg=255 K using
Eq. �6� gives values of Vfg=0.0279 cm3/g and hg=Vfg /Vg
=0.0334. For polymers it was found that the hole fraction
increases from hg�0.02 for materials with Tg=200 K to hg
�0.08 with Tg=400 K �42�. The specific expansivity of the
free volume, Ef = 	dVf /dT	P, increases at ambient pressure
from Ef =5.60
10−4 cm3 g−1 K−1 �T=293 K� to 6.76
10−4

cm3 g−1 K−1 �470 K�. Since Vf increases faster than Ef, the
coefficient of thermal expansion of the free volume, � f
= 	Ef /Vf	P, decreases with increasing temperature from
10.65
10−3 K−1 to 4.18
10−3 K−1. The corresponding val-
ues at 200 MPa lie between 17.61
10−3 K−1 �293 K� and
5.51
10−3 K−1 �470� K. We remark that the specific expan-
sivities Ei and the fractional coefficients of thermal expan-
sion, defined by �i

*=Ei /V, but not the coefficients of thermal
expansion, �i=Ei /Vi, behave additively: E=Eocc+Ef, �
=�occ

* +� f
*, but �= �1−h��occ+h� f.

From an Arrhenius plot of the hole fraction h at ambient
pressure, we estimated the enthalpy of hole formation, Hh
= 	−kB� ln h /��1/T�	P, to be 6.47�±0.2� kJ/mol, which corre-
sponds to approximately half of the cohesive energy of a mer
of the S-S lattice. �For details of the calculation, see our
previous papers �40,41�.� This shows that the Schottky
mechanism is active, i.e., a hole �vacancy� is formed by the
migration of a mer to the surface �or, equivalently, by the
diffusion of a vacancy from the surface into the bulk�.

POSITRON LIFETIME SPECTRA AND THEIR ANALYSIS

The positron lifetime spectrum s�t� is given by the
Laplace transformation of the function �����, where ���� is
the probability density function �pdf� of the annihilation rate
�=1/�. It shows three decay channels which come from the
annihilation of para positronium �p-Ps, �1�, free �not Ps� pos-
itrons �e+, �2�, and ortho positronium �o-Ps, �3; �1��2��3,
their relative intensities are I1+ I2+ I3=1� �33,34�. The new
routine LT9.0 �49,50� which we used for the analysis of life-
time spectra assumes that the function �i���� follows a log-
normal distribution where �i��� is the pdf of annihilation
rates of the decay channel i. In order to make the numerical
analysis more stable, we assumed that the lifetime spectrum

of p-Ps �i=1� can be expressed by a discrete exponential
function ��1=0� and fixed the p-Ps lifetime to its average
value from unconstrained fits, �1=115 ps, and the intensity I1
to its theoretical value I1 / I3=1/3 �33,34�.

A nonlinear least-squares fit of the model function, con-
voluted with the resolution function, to the spectra provides
the following lifetime parameters as output: the intensities
I1+ I3 and I2, the mean lifetime �i, and the mean dispersion
�i of the corresponding lifetime distribution, �i���d�
=�i����2d� �i=2,3�.

Figure 3 shows the most important parameters of the
analysis, the mean lifetime �3 and the width �3 of the life-
time distribution of o-Ps in DGEBA, as a function of the
temperature. As can be observed, �3 varies between 1.3 ns at
80 K and 2.5 ns at 350 K, and �3 between 0.10 and 0.45 ns.
In the temperature range between 80 and 325 K, �3 follows
a linear relation with �3 which can be fitted approximately by
�3�ns�=0.20�±0.02���3−0.5� or, more accurately, by �3�ns�
=−0.30�±0.03�+0.31�±0.02��3 for �3�1.3 ns. For a vanish-
ing hole size �3→0 and �3→0.5 ns �see Eq. �7�� is assumed.
The ratio �3 /�3 at T=Tg+50 K is 0.18 and somewhat
smaller than is usually observed for polymers, 0.25–0.35
�39–41�.

The intensity I3 of the o-Ps component �not shown� in-
creases linearly from 28% at 80 K to 36% at Tg, and there-
after remains at this value. Since I3 has no simple correspon-
dence to the free volume, we omit a discussion of its
behavior. The mean positron �e+� lifetime �2 �not shown�
exhibits a similar behavior to �3. �2 increases from
0.333�±0.003� ns at 80 K to 0.348 ns at 255 K, and further
to 0.38 at 350 K. The dispersion of the positron lifetime, �2,
shows a weak increase, from 0.05�±0.02� ns at
80 K to 0.08 ns at 350 K.

Our lifetime results for the pure epoxy resin can be com-
pared with various studies of cured DGEBA �53–56�. These
studies show that, due to increasing cross-linking during cur-
ing, the o-Ps lifetime, measured at room temperature, de-
creases from 2.3 ns to about 1.5 ns. While the glass transi-
tion shifts to temperatures between 300 and 420 K, the
variation in �3 from below Tg to Tg+100 K is, like in the
uncured state, from 1.3–1.5 ns up to 2.3–2.5 ns. Sometimes,
depending on the curing agent, �3 values of 2.8 ns are ob-
served.

FIG. 3. Mean, �3, and mean dispersion, �3, of the o-Ps lifetime
in DGEBA. The lines through data points are a visual aid, the
arrows indicate the glass transition, Tg, and the “knee” temperature
Tk. The statistical errors of �3 are smaller than the symbol size.
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Local free volumes

In the following section, we discuss the mean size, the
width of the size distribution, and the mean number density
of local free volumes �holes� probed by o-Ps. The usual way
to calculate the mean radius rh��3� of the holes �assumed
spherical� employs the equation

�po = 1/�po = 2 ns−1
1 −
rh

rh + �r
+

1

2�
sin� 2�rh

rh + �r
� ,

�7�

where �po=�3=1/�3 is the mean o-Ps pick-off annihilation
rate. This equation comes from a semiempirical model �30�
which assumes that o-Ps is localized in an infinitely high
potential well with the radius rh+�r, where rh is the hole
radius and the empirically determined �r=1.66 Å describes
the penetration of the Ps wave function into the hole walls
�31,32�. The relation �po=1/�po=1/�3 is based on the as-
sumption that spin conversion and chemical quenching of
o-Ps are negligible. The mean hole volume is then usually
calculated from vh��3�= �4/3��rh

3��3�.
Since �po and, therefore, �3 follow a distribution, we have

estimated the mean hole volume as the mass center of the
hole size distribution. The radius probability distribution
n�rh� can be calculated from n�rh�=−�3���d� /drh �37,38�,

n�rh� = − 2�r�cos�2�rh/�rh + �r�� − 1��3���/�rh + �r�2,

�8�

where �3��� is the o-Ps annihilation rate distribution. The
volume-weighted hole size distribution follows from g�vh�
=n�rh� /4�rh

2 and the number-weighted hole size distribution
from gn�vh�=g�vh� /vh. The mean and the variance of gn�vh�,
�vh� and �h

2, were calculated numerically as first and second
moments of this distribution. The “modified” distribution
gn

*�vh�=gn�vh� /vh discussed previously by us �40,41� has,
due to the small dispersion �h in the case of DGEBA, only
slightly smaller mean values �vh�* than gn�vh�. However, the
statistical scatter of the calculated mean volume �vh�* is dis-
tinctly larger than of �vh�. Therefore, we go on without dis-
cussion of these values. More details about the calculation
can be found in our previous papers �39–41�.

Figure 4 shows plots of the hole size distribution gn�vh�
calculated from data in the temperature range below 320 K.
In Fig. 5, the mean hole volume �vh� and the corresponding
mean hole volume dispersions �h are displayed. �vh� varies
between �35 Å3 at 80 K and �140 Å3 at 340 K. Below Tg,
o-Ps atoms are trapped in local free volumes within the
glassy matrix and the o-Ps lifetime and the calculated hole
size mirror the mean size of more or less static holes. The
value of �h shows the distribution in the sizes �and shapes�
of the static holes. The slight increase of �vh� with tempera-
ture comes from the thermal expansion of free volume in the
glass due to the anharmonicity of molecular vibrations and
possibly from local motions in the vicinity of the holes.

In the state T�Tg, the structural mobilities increase rap-
idly in frequency �45� and amplitude �57–59�, which leads to
a steep rise in �vh� and �h with the temperature. As already

mentioned, provided the structural relaxation times are larger
than the o-Ps lifetime, �vh� represents the mean and �h the
mean dispersion of the volume of holes whose size and
shape fluctuate now in space and time. The intersection of
the straight lines fitted to the �vh� data of the low- and high-
temperature regions determines the volumetric glass-
transition temperature of Tgv=Tg��vh��=260±4 K, which is
close to Tg=255 K estimated from calorimetry. The tempera-
ture where the free volume linearly extrapolated from the
region above the glass transition goes to zero is estimated to
be T0v=T0��vh��=216±5 K.

The mean hole size dispersion �h shows a similar glass-
transition behavior to �vh�, Tg�=Tg��h�=Tgv. The tempera-
ture where �h when linearly extrapolated to lower tempera-
tures goes to zero differs, however, from that estimated from
�vh�, T0�=T0��h�=233±7 K. That is the reason that we dis-
tinguish characteristic temperatures estimated from �vh� from
those from �h.

At a temperature of Tkv=Tk��vh��=Tg+80 K=340±5 K
�the �vh� “knee,” Tkv /Tg=1.31�, the mean hole volume �vh�
levels off. We attribute this effect to structural motions; at Tkv

FIG. 4. Number-weighted size distribution gn�vh� of free-
volume holes in DGEBA as a function of temperature T between 80
and 320 K in steps of 10 K. The curves are normalized to the same
area.

FIG. 5. The mean hole volume, �vh�, and the mean hole volume
dispersion, �h, calculated from the number-weighted hole volume
distribution gn�vh� as a function of the temperature T for DGEBA.
The lines are linear fits to the data represented by open symbols.
Tg=Tgv and T0v� indicate the volumetric glass transition and the
temperature where the hole volume linearly extrapolated from T
�Tg disappears. The extrapolated �h disappears at T0�� . Tkv and Tk�

indicate the “knee” temperatures of �vh� and �h, respectively �see
text�.
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their frequencies � come into the order of magnitude of 1 /�3.
As long as the structural relaxation times are significantly
larger than its mean lifetime, o-Ps makes “snapshots” of the
free volume microstructure at the moment of annihilation
and �3 and �3 mirror the fluctuations of holes sizes and
shapes in space and time like a quasistatic hole size distribu-
tion. For structural relaxation times of the magnitude of �3,
the hole walls are likely to move during the life of o-Ps,
which effectively reduces the empty space inside the holes
probed by o-Ps. This decrease may approximately compen-
sate for the increase in the true hole size due to increasing
temperature as expected from the thermal expansion of the
specific free volume.

As an appropriate scale to look to this problem, we take
the value 2��3, where � is the frequency �in s−1� of the struc-
tural relaxation. From the frequency data of Corezzi et al.
�45�, we calculated that this value is 2�3�=2 at T=348 K, 1
at 337 K, and 0.2 at 317 K. For a correct mirroring of the
hole sizes by the o-Ps annihilation, the “exposure” time
should be �3�1/ �2�� or, equivalently, 2�3��1. Recently, it
was shown by Ngai et al. �59� for low-molecular liquids that
the mean-square atomic displacement of structural relax-
ations with time scales shorter than 0.66 ns increases
strongly at a temperature which agrees with the Tk in the
o-Ps lifetime �3 �denoted by the authors as Tr�.

While the knee in �vh� is well established, the leveling-off
or decrease of �h was recently observed for the first time by
some of us �40�. From the current work, it becomes clear
now that the “knee” in �h may appear earlier than in �vh�. We
estimated Tk�=Tk��h�=Tg+60 K=320±5 K, Tk� /Tg=1.23.
We will show later that the appearance of the “knee” in �h
has reasons different from that of the “knee” in �vh� and that
important aspects of the polymer dynamics and their hetero-
geneity appear behind the behavior of �h.

An estimate of the hole density may be obtained by com-
paring PALS and PVT experiments. The mean number of
holes per mass unit, Nh�, may be determined from one of the
relations �60�

Vf = Nh��vh� , �9�

V = Vocc + Nh��vh� . �10�

Equation �9� assumes that o-Ps detects the same hole free
volume Vf as estimated from the S-S eos analysis of PVT
data, Vf =hV, while Eq. �10� may be considered as an em-
pirical, model-free, relation.

The plot of Vf versus �vh� of data from the temperature
range between Tg�PALS�+10 K=270 K and Tkv=340 K is
linear with a constant slope of dVf /d�vh�=0.522�±0.02�

1021 g−1 and an intercept with the y axis of Vf0
=0.0035±0.0008 cm3/g. Since Vf0�0, we constrained the
final fit to pass zero and got Nh�=dVf /d�vh�=0.561�±0.01�

1021 g−1. The plot of V versus �vh� delivers dV /d�vh�
=0.549�±0.01�
1021 g−1 and �Vocc+Vf0�=0.8065±0.001
cm3/g, which is slightly larger than Vocc=0.8004±0.001
cm3/g obtained from the S-S analysis for 300 K and ambient
pressure. The value of Nh�=0.56�±0.02�
1021 g−1 corre-
sponds to a volume-related hole density of Nh=Nh��

=0.65�±0.02� nm−3 �T=300 K, �=1/V� and to a volume
which contains one hole of 1 /Nh=1.54 nm3.

Free volume and dynamics
of DGEBA: Temperature dependency

In the following section, we attempt to analyze the dy-
namic properties of DGEBA, as shown by dielectric relax-
ation and viscosity data of Corezzi et al. �45�, in terms of the
free volume model discussed in the Introduction. The relax-
ation map �i.e., Arrhenius plots of the characteristic circular
frequencies �i=1/�i,max=2��i,max, �i,max is the frequency in
s−1, of maximum in the dielectric loss �� of the ith process at
a given temperature T and pressure P� of DGEBA shows
three processes which are plotted in Fig. 6 �redrawn from
Fig. 7 in Ref. �45��. The major or primary process is attrib-
uted to the structural relaxation �dynamic glass transition�
and shows VFT behavior with different parameters of Eq. �3�
in the temperature ranges below 285 K �� process�, between
285 and 351 K �a� process�, and above 351 K �a process�.
Two secondary processes, � and �, appear which also persist
below Tg. The � relaxation separates at the crossover tem-
perature T�=285±3 K from the �a� ,�� trace and shows
Arrhenius behavior, while the �-relaxation separates from
the �a ,a�� trace at the onset temperature Ton=T�=351±4 K
and displays Arrhenius behavior below Tg and more compli-
cated behavior above Tg.

A VFT fit of the �-relaxation data from the temperature
range between 255 and 285 K provided the parameters of
Eq. �3� T0=209±2 K, B=2060±180 K, and log10 �0
=18.0±0.7. From the data in the temperature range between
285 and 351 K �a�-process�, the parameters T0
=234.4±0.8 K, B=720±20 K, and log10 �0=14.78±0.09
were estimated �45�. In addition to �, the rescaled inverse
viscosity, k�−1 �log10 k=8.4 and � in Pa s�, from the tem-
perature range between 255 and 443 K is shown. The values
for T0 and B estimated from a� dielectric relaxation agree

FIG. 6. Relaxation map �Arrhenius plot� of DGEBA, showing
the primary �� ,a� ,a� relaxation process from dielectric relaxation
�circles, frequencies � �rad s−1�=1/�max� and from the rescaled in-
verse viscosity, k�−1 �log10 k=8.4 and � in Pa s, crosses�, and the
secondary processes � �squares� and � �diamonds, both from di-
electric relaxation, all redrawn from Corezzi et al. �45�, Fig. 7� as a
function of the reciprocal temperature 1/T. The solid line is a fit of
Eq. �3� to the primary relaxation data from the temperature range
between T�=285 and 443 K �a� and a process�, the dashed line fits
the data from the range below 270 K �� process�.
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with the viscosity data from the whole temperature range
between 285 and 443 K �a�, a process�.

In Fig. 7, we have shown the “modified” relaxation map.
Following Eq. �1�, the frequencies of the primary �structural�
dielectric relaxation, �=1/�max, are plotted in a logarithmic
scale versus the inverse free volume 1/Vf in the temperature
range between 255 and 343 K. This presentation shown in
the lower part of the figure may also be denoted as a Cohen-
Turnbull �CT� plot. We will discuss the data in the upper part
of the Fig. 7 in a later section. Again Vf was assumed to
follow the linear relation Eq. �6�, P=0 MPa. The parameters
T0�=211±3 K and Ef0=6.09�±0.03�
10−4 cm3 g−1 K−1 were
now estimated from linear fits to all of the Vf data from PVT
and PALS experiments �Vf =Nh��vh�, Nh�=0.56
1021 g−1� in
the temperature range between 270 and 440 K.

As can be observed in Fig. 7, the plots of log10 � versus
1/Vf are not linear but show a curvature. Generally, a linear-
ization of the log10 � versus 1/Vf plots and the disappear-
ance of relaxation, �→0, at T→T0 can be obtained when
including a term of the type exp�−E /R�T−T0�� into the pre-
exponential factor of Eq. �1�. This term may be interpreted as
a contribution of the thermal energy to the molecular mo-
tions and might have its origin in the intermolecular coupling
in the development of cooperativity.

Another empirical way of linearization has been intro-
duced by Utracki et al. �27,61� and was applied by some of
us in a previous work �20�. The plots may be linearized when
substituting 1/Vf by 1/ �Vf −�V� with a suitable chosen value
of �V.

For finding the value of �V, we apply an idea developed
by Stickel et al. �62� to analyze T0 and B of Eq. �3�. These
authors linearized Eq. �3� by introducing the form
�d log � /dT�−1/2=B−1/2 �T−T0�. Analogously, we linearize

Eq. �1� with the substitution of Vf by �Vf −�V�,

log10 � = log10 C − ��Vf
*/ln 10�/�Vf − �V� , �11�

by introducing the form

�d log10 �/dVf�−1/2 =
�d log10 �/dT�−1/2

�dVf/dT�−1/2

= � �Vf
*

ln 10
�−1/2

�Vf − �V� . �12�

It follows that after this transformation, the CT equation ap-
pears as a linear dependency of the left-hand side of Eq. �12�
on Vf with the slope and intercept yielding the parameters
�Vf

* and �V. We remark that in the case of a linear depen-
dency of Vf on T, the slope dVf /dT=Ef =const, �V=Ef�T0

−T0��, and �V=0 for T0�=T0.
Figure 8 shows plots of �d log10/dVf�−1/2 versus Vf. For

clarity we show here only the data derived from the rescaled
inverse viscosity, however from the whole temperature range
between 255 and 443 K. �d log10 � /dT�−1/2 was taken from
the work of Corezzi et al. �Fig. 9b in Ref. �45�� and
�dVf /dT�−1/2 from our work. Most of the data follow a single
CT equation. The solid line in Fig. 8 shows a linear fit to the
data from the temperature range above of T�=285 K, which
delivers the parameters �Vf

*=0.445�±0.001� cm3/g and �V
=0.0151±0.001 cm3/g �r2=0.9990�. This linear fit describes
also the data down to 270 K. The data from below 270 K
show a curvature and were not analyzed in this plot.

The question which now appears is the physical origin
and meaning of �V. Recently, some of us �20� proposed that
�V�0 is an indication that it is not the entire specific hole
free volume Vf, as calculated from the S-S eos, that is related
to the main relaxation process via the free volume mecha-
nism but a smaller portion, Vf −�V. In this context, it is
physically reasonable to assume that the local free volume
present in monovacancies in the S-S lattice may be too small
to show a liquidlike behavior and an activation energy is
required for the cooperative rearranging of mers. Multiva-
cancies may, however, show this behavior and allow a free
exchange of free volume in their surroundings by thermal
fluctuations, i.e., without a thermal activation in the ordinary
sense. This philosophy corresponds to a two-phase model

FIG. 7. “Modified” relaxation map �Cohen-Turnbull plot� of
DGEBA, showing the dielectric frequencies � �circles� and the res-
caled inverse viscosity, k�−1 �crosses, both data from Corezzi et al.
�45�� of the primary �� ,a� ,a� relaxation process, as a function of
the reciprocal specific hole free volume 1/Vf �lower part of the
figure�. The data were taken from the temperature range between
255 and 443 K. The solid line is a fit of Eq. �11� to the data from the
temperature range between 285 and 443 K �a� and a process, �V
=0.015 cm3/g� and the dashed line to the data from below 270 K
�� process, �V=0�. The upper part of the figure shows the plots of
� and k�−1 vs the reciprocal mean fluctuation of the hole free
volume 1/�Vf. These data were taken from the temperature range
between 255 K and Tk�=320 K. The line is a linear fit to the data
from above 285 K.

FIG. 8. Plot of �d log10 x /dVf�−1/2 �here x=k�−1, log10 k=8.4, �
in Pa s� for DGEBA vs the specific free volume Vf. The straight line
is due to a linear fit to the data from above T�=285 K.
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with liquidlike and solidlike clusters of mers and is close to
that of the modified free volume model of Cohen and Grest
�14�.

In the following, we calculate the part of the specific free
volume which appears in the form of multivacancies and
contains m or more �mono� vacancies. This partial volume
can be written as

Vf
m = Vf�

i=m

�

pi, �13�

where the quantity pi is defined as the fraction of free volume
present in agglomerates which contain i vacant lattice sites
normalized here to �pi=1�i=1−��.

Vleeshouwers et al. �63� have performed Monte Carlo
simulations to obtain the agglomerate size distribution as a
function of the hole fraction h�T� derived from the S-S eos
assuming a random distribution of empty lattice cells. The
MC results were represented by the empirical function

pi = p0 exp�− �i/l�y����y�� for 0.8 � y � 0.99 and

i = 1,2,3, . . . �14a�

with l�y� = 12.374 − 12.035y �14b�

and ��y� = 0.4088 − 2.5242y + 3.1156y2, �14c�

where p0 is a normalization factor, �pi=1. The equation is
valid within the range 0.80�y�0.99 of the occupation frac-
tion y=1−h. Analysis shows that the distribution of Eq. �14�
corresponds closely to the exponential free volume distribu-
tion derived by Cohen and Turnbull �13�.

As Fig. 9 shows, the volume Vf
m decreases with increasing

m and can be approximated at higher temperatures by a lin-
ear dependence on T with almost the same slopes for differ-
ent m. The picture is similar to that obtained from molecular-
dynamic simulations of polymer structure when scanning the
empty space with probes of increasing size �64�. Our ap-
proach corresponds also to the philosophy in a later paper of
Turnbull and Cohen �13�, who defined the free volume by
Vf =V−V0�, where V0� is considered as a temperature-
independent fitting parameter of Eq. �1�.

The temperature T0� where the linearly extrapolated Vf
m

disappears increases with increasing m. The comparison of
Vf

m with the volume Vf −�V, �V=0.015 cm3g, from the CT
fits shows that for the DGEBA resin the primary dielectric
relaxation in the temperature range between 285 and 340 K
follows the free volume theory of Cohen and Turnbull when
considering that part of the free volume that occurs as va-
cancy agglomerates with �on the average� �1.5 �correspond-
ing to 1.5
38 Å3=57 Å3� or more vacancies in an agglom-
erate. The same is true for the viscosity in the temperature
range up to 440 K. For PVAc, some of us estimated that a
minimum agglomerate size of 3 �corresponding to 3

46 Å3=138 Å3� vacancies is required to describe the pri-
mary relaxation process �20�.

Free volume and dynamics of DGEBA: Pressure dependency

Now we discuss the pressure dependency of the dielectric
relaxation in DGEBA in terms of the Cohen-Turnbull free
volume model. Corezzi et al. �45� found that the Cohen-
Grest free volume theory of mobility �14�, which is an ex-
tension of the Cohen-Turnbull model, can describe the tem-
perature dependency of primary relaxation in DGEBA in the
whole range of temperatures. This is not surprising because
the Cohen-Grest equation has one more parameter than Eq.
�1�. Moreover, such fits do not represent an independent de-
termination of the free volume. The pressure dependency of
the primary relaxation, however, did not follow the Cohen-
Grest equation.

From a CT fit to the primary relaxation data of Corezzi et
al. �45� �not shown�, we obtained, when including all data in
the pressure range between 0.1 and 200 MPa into the fit, the
parameters �V=0.013±0.003 cm3/g, log10 C=11.3±0.1,
and �Vf

*=0.39±0.01 cm3/g �r2=0.9998�. These parameters
are close to those obtained previously from the temperature
dependency of the �a� ,a� relaxation. The parameters depend,
however, distinctly on the range of pressures included into
the fit. This may be attributed to the beginning of the liquid-
glass transition at higher pressures.

We remark at this point that the pressure dependency of
the fragility m=−d�log10 �� /d�Tg /T�T=Tg

= �B / ln 10�Tg / �Tg

−T0�2 �do not mix this m with the m in Eqs. �13�� of the glass
forming liquid can be expressed by the pressure dependence
of B, Tg, and T0. The pressure dependence of Tg and T0
estimated from dielectric relaxation experiments �15,45,46�,
dTg /dP=0.137 K/MPa and dT0 /dP=0.112 K/MPa, is indi-
cated in Fig. 2. With B=�Vf

* /Ef �Ef =� fVfg, Vfg=Vf�Tg�� and
assuming T0�=T0, we obtain the relation m= �1/ ln 10�

��Vf

* /Vfg�Tg� f. Recently, it has been shown for some low
molecular liquids that m varies linearly with the coefficient

FIG. 9. Specific free volume Vf
m of agglomerates containing not

less than m empty cells �vacancies� of the S-S lattice within one
agglomerate �m=1, filled circles; m=2,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 lines with dots, all
for P=0.1 MPa� in comparison with the quantity Vf −�V, calcu-
lated with �V=0.015 cm3/g �large empty circles� and directly from
the relaxations frequencies by inverting Eq. �1� �small empty
circles�. The crosses are calculated from the PALS data via Vf

=Nh��vh�, Nh�=0.57
1021 g−1. The solid lines represent a linear fit
to the Vf�m=1� and PALS data in the temperature range between
270 and 440 K; the dashed line shows the linear extrapolation of
the �Vf −�V� data.
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of thermal expansion of the free volume, � f �65�. For PVAc
�20� we have previously determined that �Vf

* is independent
of the pressure so that the pressure dependency of B
=�Vf

* /Ef comes in that case exclusively from Ef�P�.
For comparison of the data from pressure experiments

with those from temperature experiments, we use a presen-
tation frequently shown in the literature �15–17�. Figure 10
displays plots of isobaric and isothermal relaxation times,
��T , P�=1/��T , P�, versus the free volume Vf�T , P� and the
same plots versus the total volume V�T , P�. The Vf and V
axis were scaled so that the first and the last data point of the
isobaric data match. These isobaric data agree almost per-
fectly over the whole range of volumes �temperatures�. The
remaining small discrepancy between the log � versus Vf and
versus V plots is due to the slight variation of Vocc �Vf =V
−Vocc� with the temperature.

The isothermal plots of log � versus Vf and versus V
clearly disagree, however. The same is true for isothermal
and isobaric dependencies of log � when plotted versus V.
From this kind of discrepancy, the relative contributions of
temperature and density to the relaxation rate have been con-
cluded �15–17�. However, as discussed previously, this dis-
crepancy largely comes from the compressibility of the oc-
cupied volume. When plotting the data versus Vf =V−Vocc,
most of the discrepancy disappears. The remaining differ-
ences indicate deviations from the free-volume model �as
�V�0 shows� and the role of temperature in the relaxation
process. Further research may quantify the contributions of
free volume and temperature as controlling variables of the
structural relaxation process.

Thermal fluctuations and hole size distribution

Thermal fluctuations cause a fluctuation in the size of a
subvolume which contains a fixed number of molecules.
From standard thermodynamics, the mean-square fluctuation
of this subvolume ��V2�=Š�V− �VSV��2

‹=kBT �VSV� follows
where �VSV� is its mean and all other values have the usual

meaning �66�. Assuming that the fluctuations in the free and
occupied volume are independent, ��V2�= ��Vf

2�+ ��Vocc
2 �,

one obtains for the mean-square fluctuation of the free vol-
ume

��Vf
2� = kBT f�Vf� = kBT f

*�VSV� , �15�

where �Vf� is the mean free volume within the subvolume
�VSV�.  f =−�1/Vf��dVf /dP�T is the mean compressibility of

the free volume and  f
*=−�1/V��dVf /dP�T=h f is the corre-

sponding fractional compressibility.  f
* is frequently approxi-

mated by the change in the compressibilities at Tg, � f
*�

��=liquid−glass. In our case, however, we can calculate
the exact value of  f

*�T� from our free volume data.
Volume fluctuations occur on many time scales, including

very fast fluctuations associated with vibrational motions.
We are interested in slow fluctuations which are related to
the structural relaxation and determine the compressibility
 f

*. We assume that PALS mirrors such fluctuations in the
free volume; its mean is �Vf�= �Nh���VSV���vh�= �Nh�VSV��

�vh�, like a quasistatic hole size distribution as long as the
structural relaxation time is larger than the o-Ps lifetime �i.e.,
at temperatures below Tkv�. From this it follows that the
mean-square fluctuation in the free volume can be estimated
from the PALS experiments via �39–41�

��Vf
2� = �Nh���VSV��2��vh

2� = �Nh�VSV��2�h
2, �16�

where � is the mass density and ��vh
2�=Š�vh− �vh��2

‹ is the
mean-square fluctuation of the hole volume, which we have
estimated as variance �h

2= ��vh
2� of the hole size distribution

gn�vh� and shown in Fig. 5 as mean dispersion �h. We have
assumed in Eq. �16� that the holes detected by PALS fluctu-
ate independently in size and number, and that the fluctua-
tions in number are negligible, �Nh�=0 and �Nh��=Nh�. This
assumption is justified by the temperature independency of
Nh�. Figure 11 shows the root-mean-square fluctuation of the
fractional free volume, �f = ��Vf

2�1/2 / �V�=Nh���h=Nh�h, in
comparison with the mean fractional free volume calculated
via f = �Vf� / �V�=Nh���vh�=Nh�vh�. �=1/V was calculated us-
ing a quadratic fit function for V and assuming that V de-
creases below Tg linearly with a coefficient of �g=2

10−4 K−1. As can be observed, �f varies from 0.5% at

FIG. 10. Comparison of isothermal �crosses and cross-centered
squares, from Ref. �47�� and isobaric �open and filled circles, from
Ref. �45�� dependencies of relaxation times �=1/� �in seconds�
plotted as function of the free volume Vf�T , P� �bottom x axis,
crosses and open circles� and of the total volume V�T , P� �top x
axis, cross-centered squares and filled circles� for DGEBA. For
clarity, we have shown for the isobars only the rescaled viscosity
���k−1��.

FIG. 11. Mean fractional free volume, f = �Vf� / �V�=Nh���vh�,
and root-mean-square fluctuation of the fractional free volume, �f
= ���Vf

2� / �V�2�1/2=Nh���h, derived from the PALS data of DGEBA.
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80 K to 1% at Tg and further to 2.8% at 320 K. f increases
from 2.5% to 3.5% and finally to 9%. We remark that f has
the same meaning as h calculated from the S-S eos. The
relative fluctuation �f / f =�h / �vh� amounts to 0.20 at low and
0.35 at higher �320 K� temperatures. The leveling-off of �f
above T=320 K is caused by the leveling-off of �h and will
be discussed below.

From combining Eqs. �15� and �16�, we obtain

�VSV� = kBT f
*/Nh�

2�2�h
2 = kBT f

*/�f2, �17�

where �f2= ��Vf
2� / �VSV�2=Nh

2�h
2. We note that the corre-

sponding formula for fluctuations in the �total� mass density,
��, is �VSV�=kBT  / ����2� /�2�. Employing small-angle
x-ray scattering �SAXS�, the value ���2� /� can be derived
from the intensity I�0� of the scattering curve �67,68�. From
this value, the compressibility  but not the subvolume �VSV�
can be calculated.

Equation �17� involves three assumptions. �i� Intensive
quantities of the subsystem are identical with the correspond-
ing macroscopic quantities and extensive quantities follow
linearly the size of the subsystem. �ii� The spatial free vol-
ume fluctuations detected at a macroscopic sample via o-Ps
annihilation “snapshots” are representative for fluctuations of
the free volume of one average subsystem. �iii� The thermal
fluctuations are dominated by the �slow� structural relax-
ation. From these assumptions it follows that �VSV� can be
considered as the mean volume of the smallest representative
freely fluctuating subsystem related to structural relaxation.
�Compare the gedanken experiment of Donth �1,69� for the
estimation of the size of the subvolume from heat capacity
spectroscopy data.�

The subvolume defined by Eq. �17� has a similar meaning
to the volume of a cooperatively rearranging region �CRR�
of the Adam-Gibbs theory �9�. The CRR is considered as the
smallest independent distinguishable �representative� sub-
system for the structural ��� relaxation.

Figure 12 shows the behavior of �VSV� calculated from

Eq. �17� and taking �h and Nh� from the PALS and  f
* and �

from the PVT experiments. 1 /Nh shows the volume which
contains one hole. To calculate �VSV� for the temperature
range between 293 K and Tg, we have extrapolated  f

* and
V=1/� by using quadratic functions. �VSV� varies from
�7 nm3 at Tg=255 K to 2.3 nm3 at 293 K and further to
�1 nm3 at temperatures above 310 K. We have reported a
similar variation of �VSV�, which was estimated for the first
time from PALS data, recently for two fluoroelastomers
�40,41�. 1 /Nh is almost constant at �1.5 nm3. The value of
�VSV� at Tg corresponds to a characteristic length of �
= �VSV�1/3=1.9 nm. In the literature, characteristic lengths for
the dynamic heterogeneity of structural ��� relaxation at Tg

in different glass formers of ��=1–3.5 nm are estimated
from dynamic heat capacity data �1,70–73�. Domains of
similar size were detected in multidimensional nuclear mag-
netic resonance �NMR� experiments by Spiess and collabo-
rators �74�. �� decreases with increasing temperature and the
dynamic heterogeneity disappears at a critical temperature
above T� �1�.

The variation in �VSV� is mainly controlled by the varia-
tion in 1/�h

2 �Eq. �17��. Since �h varies as ��T−T0�� � �T0��
=233 K�, �VSV� should vary as �1/ �T−T0�� �2. This result
agrees with Donth’s findings V�=��

3 �1/ �T−T0�2, where T0

is the Vogel temperature of the structural relaxation �1�.
In the following part, we attempt to correlate the spatial

structure as concluded from PALS for higher and lower tem-
peratures with the known mobility pattern of glass-forming
liquids �1�. Figure 13 shows a scheme of our model. The
fluctuating subvolume at Tg �here 255 K� is large and con-
tains many particles �molecules or monomeric units� in areas
with different packing densities. There are many small empty
spaces between the particles; the larger ones are detected by
o-Ps as several �small� holes. Since the empty spaces and
holes are small, the considered particle can only move when
a number of particles in its surroundings �which form a cage
for this particle� cooperatively rearrange. On the other hand,
the appearance of several small holes �and further smaller

FIG. 12. The volume of the smallest representative freely fluc-
tuating subsystem, �VSV� �filled circles�, as estimated from PALS
and PVT data of DGEBA. For comparison the volume which con-
tains one o-Ps hole, 1 /Nh �empty circles�, is shown. The right-hand
y scale shows the number of o-Ps holes in a subvolume, Nh

SV

= �VSV�Nh using the approximation 1/Nh=1.5 nm3 �the same data
points as for �VSV��. The lines are a guide for the eyes.

FIG. 13. Schematic illustration of the spatial structure of the
smallest representative subvolume which is derived from the vol-
ume fluctuations detected by PALS, �VVS�=�3, at high temperatures
�T�1.2 Tg, the a process� and at Tg �the cooperative � process� and
its relation to particle mobilities. Shown are empty spaces �repre-
sented by empty areas� which constitute the fluctuating free volume
and particles �spheres�. The larger empty spaces are probed by o-Ps
�holes�. � is a particle considered at its movement near a hole, �
are particles with higher mobility, and � are particles with lower
mobility. The arrows indicate the possible movement of particles.
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empty spaces� allows a cooperative rearrangement of par-
ticles. A spatial structure like this is expected to be charac-
teristic of the structural relaxation in “cold” liquids �coopera-
tive � process� �1�. The estimated parameters of the
subvolume at Tg for DGEBA are ��1.9 nm, �VVS��7 nm3,
�2rh�=0.48 nm, �vh�=0.06 nm3, f =h=0.039 �volume frac-
tion of holes�, and f total�0.35 �f total= �V−VW� /V is the total
free volume fraction, VW is the van der Waals volume�. In the
mean, a number of Nh

SV= �VVS�Nh��= �VVS�Nh=4 to 5 �o-Ps�
holes occupy one subvolume.

At higher temperatures above the onset of the � process,
say at T=1.2, Tg=310 K, the fluctuating subvolume contains
only one �but large� �o-Ps� hole. All particles have such a
hole into which they may jump in their next surroundings.
Therefore, all particles are dynamically equivalent and the
dynamic heterogeneity disappears. This situation is consid-
ered to be characteristic of structural relaxations in the “hot”
liquid �a� and a process� �1�. The estimated parameters of the
subvolume at T=1.2 Tg for DGEBA are ��1.0 nm, �VVS�
�1 nm3, �2rh�=0.60 nm, �vh�=0.11 nm3, Nh

SV�1, f =h
=0.072, f total�0.38.

As we have found, the primary � and a� ,a relaxations are
associated with a thermal expansion of o-Ps holes �agglom-
erates of S-S lattice vacancies� and a constant specific hole
number while the representative subvolume shrinks from a
larger size, which contains several holes, to the minimum,
which contains just one hole. The conclusions from our ex-
periments illustrated in Fig. 13 correspond closely to the de-
scription of an island of increased free volume and increased
mobility which is located in the inner part of a CRR, as
described by Donth �1� and characterized as Glarum-Levy
defect �75�. There seems to exist, however, no one-to-one
correspondence of a �single� hole and the Glarum-Levy de-
fect, at least at temperatures near Tg.

The secondary � relaxation �Johari-Goldstein process� is
considered as a local process �1,2� which occurs in the vicin-
ity of empty spaces or holes. At temperatures below Tg
where the � relaxation can be observed in dielectric relax-
ation experiments �Fig. 6�, usually no or only a weak thermal
expansion of o-Ps holes is observed �Fig. 5�. We expect that
the volumetric inactivity or weakness of the � �Johari-
Goldstein� process is related to its noncooperative, local, na-
ture. It is known that the cooperative � process shows a
caloric activity which decreases with increasing temperature
up to a low constant value which is characteristic for the
high-temperature a process. The � �Johari-Goldstein� relax-
ation, however, has no detectable caloric activity �1�.

Our values for �VSV� can be compared with the volume V�

of a CRR calculated from heat capacity spectroscopy data of
the DGEBA �45� using the fluctuation approach to the glass
transition by Donth �1�. This approach starts from the non-
conventional von Laue approach �76� in the form of the
Landau-Lifshitz fluctuation formula �66� ��T2�=kBT2 /Cv and
leads with the specific heat of a CRR expressed by Cv
=cv��VSV� to the equation

V� = ��
3 = �kB/����1/cv�/���T2�/T2� , �18�

where ��T2� is the mean-square fluctuation in the tempera-
ture of a CRR, functional of the dynamic glass transition

�i.e., structural ��− � relaxation�. The approximations cv
�cp for the mean specific heat and ��1/cp�
=1/cp�glassy zone�−1/cp�flow zone�, the step height of the
reciprocal mean specific heat at constant pressure at glass
transition, are used. The analysis of Corezzi et al. �45�, who
determined �T= ���T2��0.5 as the mean dispersion in the
imaginary part of the dynamic heat capacity, showed that the
cooperativity N� �defined as the number of molecules or mo-
nomeric units in the subvolume V�� varied from �60 at
260 K to 16 at 275 K and to �1 at 310 K �extrapolated, Fig.
10 in Ref. �45��. This corresponds to a change in the volume
of the CRR from 32 to 8 cm3 and further to 0.5 nm3.

Compared with these caloric data, the values of �VSV�
estimated from the PALS data are smaller at Tg and larger at
T�1.2Tg. Possible sources for this difference may be the
limited resolution of PALS with respect to the width of the
lifetime distribution or the assumed shape of this distribu-
tion. Due to the finite internal resolution of measurements
and data analysis, we may expect an overestimation of small
�3 values. If �3 is rather large, the background in the lifetime
spectra may cause an underestimation of this value. We
should also take into account, however, that even the caloric
data are not very accurate and typical errors in the estimation
of N� are estimated to lie between 50% and 200%.

Another, more fundamental reason for the differences be-
tween the estimates from PALS and the dynamic heat capac-
ity could come from the different physical quantities detected
in both methods and/or the different underlying thermody-
namics. We remark that Eq. �17� is strictly valid only if the
smallest representative subvolume �VSV� contains just one
hole �or if all holes within the subvolume fluctuate coher-
ently and in phase, which is highly unlikely�. Figure 13
shows, however, that at Tg several holes occupy the subvol-
ume �VSV�. These holes may fluctuate at a given moment
with a different sign of �vh− �vh��, which leads to an overes-
timation of ��Vf

2� when calculated from Eq. �16�. The sub-
volume �VSV� calculated from Eq. �17� must then be consid-
ered as a lower limit of the true value.

We also point out that from the point of view of PALS,
the smallest representative subvolume that can occur at
higher temperatures �T�1.2Tg� must consist of a single hole
surrounded by a wall or shell of molecular thickness. When
modeling the spatial structure by a periodic lattice with 12
next neighbors and assuming that the hole occupies a lattice
site, 3 of the 12 next neighbors of the hole belong to this
hole. Thus, the smallest representative subvolume for vanish-
ing dynamic heterogeneity contains the hole and approxi-
mately three particles �molecules or monomeric units�. Since
at a temperature of 1.2Tg the hole diameter amounts to
0.6 nm, the �minimum� characteristic length scale of the spa-
tial heterogeneity should not differ much from �
�1.2 nm ��VSV��1.5 cm3�. This is in perfect agreement
with our data shown in Fig. 13 but larger than ��

=0.8 nm��VSV�=��
3 �0.5 nm3� estimated from the dynamic

heat capacity �45�.
Apparently, the characteristic length scale of the dynamic

heterogeneity � detected by PALS as a spatial heterogeneity
caused by thermal volume fluctuations has a meaning that
differs from that of the characteristic length scale �� of dy-
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namic heterogeneity as obtained from the dynamic heat ca-
pacity using Eq. �18�. Further research may clear up the im-
portant question of accuracy and comparability of both
methods.

Finally, in this section, we recall that the Vogel tempera-
ture T0�a��=234.4±0.8 K of the high-temperature �T�T�

=285 K� structural �a� ,a� relaxation �45� agrees with the
temperature T0�� =233±7 K where the hole size dispersion �h
extrapolated linearly to lower values �Fig. 5� vanishes. At the
same temperature, the mean fluctuation in the specific free
volume calculated from �Vf =Nh��h �Nh�=const� goes to zero,
while the mean free volume Vf =Nh��vh� vanishes at a lower
temperature of T0v� =216±5 K.

The behavior of Vf and �Vf corresponds to the tempera-
ture dependency of an external free volume and an internal
fluctuating free volume as described in the free volume
theory of Donth �1,77�. This theory predicts that the internal
fluctuating free volume controls the high-temperature �a��
relaxation until its exhausting at a temperature TE�T�. Ex-
hausting stops the original, high-temperature VFT �or WLF�
equation for the a� process and leads to its substitution by a
more effective, low-temperature VFT equation �� process�
characterized by a lower Vogel temperature T0����T0�a��.

Inspired by Donth’s theory, we employ again the Cohen-
Turnbull free volume formula Eq. �1� but assume that the
dynamics is controlled by the free volume fluctuations.
Equation �1� reads then like

� = C exp�− �Vf
*/�Vf� . �19�

Figure 7 shows in its upper part the plot of log � versus
1/�Vf, where �Vf was interpolated using the relation �Vf
=Nh�e� �T−T0�� � �Nh�=0.56
1021 g−1, e�=0.495 Å3/K, T0��
=233 K, compare Fig. 5�. The plot is linear, i.e., follows the
Eq. �19� in the whole temperature range above 265 K. The
analyzed parameters are log10 C=12.27�±0.01�, which is in
agreement with the VFT analysis of Corezzi et al. �45� and
�Vf

*=0.2076�±0.001� cm3/g. This interesting finding and its
relation to the free volume theory of Donth will be the sub-
ject of further research.

Dispersion in dielectric loss and hole size distribution

Finally, we discuss the interrelation between the disper-
sion in the dielectric loss function ����� and the dispersions
in the hole sizes gn�vh�. When applying Eq. �1�, ln �=ln C
− ��V* /Nh�vh�, in a local approximation we may establish the
following relation for the mean logarithmic dispersion
�square root of variance� of the frequency distribution curve
���ln ��:

� ln � = ��V*/Nh����1/vh� . �20�

Here ��1/vh� is the square root of the variance of the hole
size distribution curve in reciprocal coordinates, gn�1/vh�.
��1/vh� can be approximated by ��1/vh�=1/vhm−1/ �vhu

+�h�, where vhm is the hole volume where gn�1/vh� has its
maximum. We found that ��V* /Nh����1/vh� decreases from
2.2 at 275 K to 1.5 at 320 K. This value can be compared
with � ln �=2.0, a value determined from the frequency dis-

tribution at 278 K. The observed correlation between
���ln �� and the hole size dispersion may show that the
Cohen-Turnbull free volume theory of mobility also has
some relevance when applied in a local approximation.

CONCLUSIONS

�i� We have found for a low molecular pure DGEBA resin
that the hole free volume Vf =V−Vocc calculated from PVT
experiments employing the Simha-Somcynsky lattice-hole
theory is not the same for the same total volume V�P ,T� but
differs for different P ,T pairs. This behavior is caused by the
occupied volume Vocc, which shows almost no thermal ex-
pansion but is compressible. The variation of the specific
hole free volume Vf can be described in a good approxima-
tion as a linear expansion with temperature, Vf =Ef�T−T0��,
where the specific expansivity Ef decreases with the pressure
P like 1/ �1+aP�. The fractional hole free volume, h=Vf /V,
can be described by an Arrhenius equation with an enthalpy
for the formation of vacancies �empty cells of the S-S lattice�
of approximately half of the cohesive energy of the S-S lat-
tice. These results correspond to previous findings for poly-
mers.

�ii� The analysis of the positron lifetime spectra employ-
ing the new routine LT9.0 allowed us to separate three anni-
hilation channels and to analyze successfully the distribution
in the o-Ps lifetimes. The distribution is attributed to the
static or dynamic free-volume hole size distribution of the
DGEBA resin and used to calculate the mean, �vh�, and the
mean dispersion, �h, of this distribution. From a comparison
of Vf =hV with �vh� the mean hole density Nh� was estimated
to be independent of the temperature �Nh�300 K�=Nh� /V
=0.65 nm−3�.

�iii� With decreasing temperature, the primary dielectric
�a� ,a� relaxation and the viscosity in the temperature range
above 285 K slow down faster than the shrinkage of the hole
free volume Vf �or �vh�� would predict this on the basis of the
classical free volume theory of Cohen and Turnbull. Vf be-
comes zero at approximately 23 K below the Vogel tempera-
ture T0 of primary �a� ,a� relaxation, T0��T0−23 K. Plots of
the frequency log � versus 1/Vf can be linearized when tak-
ing into account this discrepancy by substituting 1/Vf by
1/ �Vf −�V� with �V=Ef�T0−T0��. This shows that not the
entire specific hole free volume Vf is related to the primary
relaxation process via the free volume theory, but a smaller
portion, Vf −�V. To explain this behavior, we have assumed
that monovacancies in the S-S lattice may present too small
a local free volume to show a liquidlike behavior and an
activation energy is required for the cooperative rearranging
of mers. Multivacancies may, however, show this behavior.
The minimum size of these multivacancies for allowing the
primary �a� ,a� relaxation was estimated to be in average
�1.5 of the volume of the S-S lattice cell. The analysis of
the pressure dependency of the structural dynamics of
DGEBA confirms this conclusion. Long chain molecules
such as polymers seem to need larger vacancy agglomerates
for showing a liquidlike behavior.

�iv� The spatial heterogeneity observed by PALS above Tg
is caused by the volume fluctuations, which have a close
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relation to the dynamic heterogeneity of the structural relax-
ation. From the dispersions in the o-Ps lifetimes, the mean
fluctuation in the fractional free volume may be calculated.
Using a fluctuation approach, the smallest representative
freely fluctuating subsystem related to structural relaxation,
�VSV�, is estimated from the hole size dispersion �h. This
volume decreases with increasing temperature from �7 nm3

at Tg to 1.5 nm3 at T=1.2Tg in qualitative correspondence to
estimates from heat capacity spectroscopy. Reasons for quan-
titative differences between the results of our method and the
conclusion from dynamic heat capacity were discussed. A
model was proposed that relates the spatial structure of the
free volume as concluded from our PALS experiments to the
known mobility pattern of the dynamic glass transition at
low �cooperative �-relaxation� and high �a-relaxation� tem-
peratures. Indications were found that the fluctuating free

volume may be related to the dynamics of the liquid via the
Cohen-Turnbull equation.
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